
Highlights

Before AskMe embarked on the digital journey, it used to be a  
traditional classifieds company with access to more than 3 million 
SMEs and retailers across India. With a goal to capitalize its network 
and the digital revolution in India, AskMe wanted to establish 
a strong digital presence from the ground up and be seen as a 
digital front runner. It  wanted to capture the competitive market 
of classifieds. TO THE NEW was entrusted with the task of creating 
several mobile and web properties and launch the AskMe brand. 

Objective

About the Client

AskMe is the flagship product from Getit Infomedia. It is a one stop 
destination to find information related to anything and everything; 
be it restaurants, travel, matrimony, jobs, education, mobile, gadgets 
etc. It is an extensive information directory for the entire country, 
which users can access by way of print, online, mobile, or phone 
calls.

TO THE NEW developed a coherent digital strategy to transform AskMe from a traditional classifieds enterprise to a 
new-age digital classifieds and e-commerce company. We created the complete digital presence of AskMe by building an 
online classified property  and an e-commerce portal on web and mobile platforms. The digital transformation helped 
AskMe attract the internet savvy millennials and become the go-to destination for online search, deals, classifieds and 
shopping across India. 

Summary

Transformed a traditional 
enterprise to digital-only 
business in 12 months

High impact, high visibility 
digital marketing campaigns

2.68 million trend impressions 
and more than 10.5 million 
users on Facebook 

Over 10 million downloads 

Built an online marketplace, 
Android and iOS application 
and 8 microsites

AskMe

Transforming a traditional classifieds company into a digital giant

#DigitalTransformation  #Marketing

Connect with us

https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
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Transformation Journey

Digital Strategy

The digital transformation journey involved mapping the user journeys, creating and designing the online 

marketplace and classifieds portal on web and mobile platforms. We leveraged the whole spectrum of cutting-

edge digital technologies to transform ideas into reality and launch an engaging online portal, mobile application 

and eight other community websites across various domains. 

Experience Design

Product Engineering

Digital Marketing

The main aim of AskMe was to provide a superior multi-channel experience with a striking user centered product 

design. We mapped the user journeys to understand consumer behaviour and create optimal designs. Our UI/

UX developers applied various design principles and  architected world class interfaces to create an intuitive 

and easy-to-use navigation thereby increasing engagement and conversion rate on various properties.

We created a robust e-commerce  marketplace and various community websites with engaging interfaces and 

user friendly features. Users can discover SMEs and buy products from online stores of these SMEs. We also 

created a classified portal and community websites with highly scalable architecture. 

We developed Android and iOS  apps  having an extendable and robust framework that allows future  

enhancement and maintainability. We developed the search feature and implemented various other 

functionalities such as latest classifieds, reviews, lists etc. All the applications, including the marketplace, 

classified portals, community websites and mobile applications were deployed on AWS Cloud. AWS Auto 

Scaling helped us optimize the infrastructure and deliver a scalable application that could serve more than 

25000 concurrent users Our DevOps experts automated the delivery pipeline and implemented continuous 

integration via Jenkins. We also ensured that similar deployment procedures and security practices were 

followed across all applications including the main marketplace site, CMS, HRMS, ERP system and other 

applications hosted on AWS.

We created a comprehensive marketing strategy to drive awareness about different categories of products  

and services listed on AskMe. We onboarded Bollywood’s youth icon and superstar Ranbir Kapoor and Kangana 

Ranaut for creating 6 TVCs and 32 films across YouTube and Instagram. The impact generated was around 

500K+ views in a day on YouTube, 2.68 million trend impressions and 10.5+ million users on Facebook. We 

helped AskMe establish the brand and generate higher recall leading to higher reach online as well as offline. 

We achieved the milestone of 1 million downloads within a short span of 6 months. High-impact and high-

visibility campaigns across digital rounded off the campaign. 

https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
 https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
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Technology Stack

Backend

Cloud/
DevOps

Frontend

Continuos 
Intergration

Testimonials

CEO, AskMe
Kiran Murthi

“It has been a pleasure working with TO THE NEW for the last couple of years. The entire digital transformation 

process was smooth and team took time to ask, listen and understand our expectations with the final deployment 

on time. We really like their out-of-box reporting capabilities. I highly recommend TO THE NEW to anyone who 

is looking out for an exceptional partner with skills and professionalism.”

Know more about our Digital Transformation services

www.tothenew.com Talk to Our Experts

https://twitter.com/TOTHENEW
https://www.facebook.com/tothenewdigital/
https://plus.google.com/+Tothenew
https://www.youtube.com/c/tothenew
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tothenew
http://www.tothenew.com/
http://www.tothenew.com/contact-us

